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Ab Initio Cellular Models 14 
Accounts Manipulation 466 
Activation 183 
Adaptation 406 
Adaptive Kernel Filters 39 
Adaptive Systems 
  Requirements 235 
Afghan Schools 248 
Agent Based Model 169 
Agent-Based Model 183 
Agents 216 
Algorithm 484 
Algorithmic Complexity 528 
Analytics 484 
Ant Colony 90 
Architecture 203, 270 
Architecture Evaluation 210 
Arena Simulation 229 
Artificial Bee Colony  
  Algorithm 96 
Artificial Intelligence 406, 454 
Artificial Neural Network 406 
Artificial Neural Networks 22 
Arts Integration 547 
Assembly Line Balancing 83 
Assembly Time Analysis 446 
Atypical Cell Classification 379 
Augmented Reality 121 
Autonomic Computing 235 
Autonomous 535 




Basis Path Testing 256 
Behaviors 270 
Big Data 385, 484 
Bioacoustic 156 
Bioinformatics 385 
Bio-Inspired Simulation  
   Model 391 
Biometric 216 
Block Variance Of Local      
  Coefficients 399 
Bootstrapping 148 
Breakthrough Experiments 195 
Business Management 439 
C 
C. Albicans 348 
CAPTHCA 496 
Cardiac Artifacts Extraction 39 
Cardiac Surgery 367 
Cash Flow 466 
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Categorization Systems 248 
Category Space 108 
Cellular Automata 391 
Chaos 140 
Chaotic Encryption 528 
Chemical Transport 189, 195 
Ciphertext 502 
Classification 148, 342, 348,  433, 466 
Climate Change Detection 148 
Clinical Decision Support 
Systems (CDSS) 379 
Cloud Computing 385 
Cluster Analysis 148 
Cluster-Based Correlation 490 
Clustering Based Weighted    
  Dissimilarity 490 
Collective Learning  
  Automaton 177 
Colon Cancer 374 
Combinatorial Testing 
Methodologies 298 
Comparative Data Analysis 414 
Complement Of Fuzzy Set 108 
Complex Adaptive Systems 325, 385 
Complex Multimodal 
Transportation 229 
Complex Networks 14, 439 
Complex SoS 256 
Complex System Types 248 
Complex Systems 277, 312 
Complexity 325 
Comprehensive Evaluation 290 
Computational Geometry 522 
Computational Intelligence 58 
Computational Linguistics 454 
Computed Tomography 195 
Computer Aided Detection 399 
Conductance 510 
Container Terminal 229 
Convolutional Coding 528 
Convolutional Neural  
  Networks 121 
Correlation Networks 460 
Covered Call 472 
Creativity 541, 547 
Cultural Awareness 216 
Cultural Complexity 248 
Curriculum 541 
Cyber Security 496 
D 
Data Analysis 439 
Data Analytics 385 
Data Mining 148, 374,  446, 466 
Data Privacy 414 
Decision Support System 446 
Decision Trees 433 
Decrypt 502 
Department Of Defense  
  Architecture Framework  
  (Dodaf) 
298 
Design Structure Matrix  
  (DSM) 298 
Differential Evolution (DE) 348 
Differential Evoultion 115 
Disaster Preparation and  
  Dispute Resolution between  
  Warring Neighbors 
248 
Disease Prediction 362 
Distributed System 406 
DNA 385 
Document Retrieval 163 
Domain Knowledge 290 
Drilling Uncertainties 134 
E 
E.Coli 348 
Education 535, 547 
Emergence 283 
Emergent Behavior 77 
Encrypt 502 
Ensemble Numerical Weather 
Prediction 
128 
Ensemble Processing 354 
Entropy 283 
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Error Types 318 
Errors 318 
Escherichia Coli 342 
Estimation Of Distribution  
  Algorithm 102 
Event Traces 270 
Evoked Response Potential 27 
Evolution 27 
Evolutionary Algorithm 83 
Evolutionary Algorithms 65 
Evolutionary Computation 58, 472 
Expansion 510 
F 
False Positive Reduction 399 
Features Extraction 496 
Federated Models 223 
Feedback Control Tracking  
  Problems 134 
Financial Analytics 460 
Financial Networks 460 
Financial Ratios 466 
Financial System 248 
Finite Mixture Distribution 421 
Flexible Job-Shop Scheduling  
  Problem 96 
Forecasts 478 
Foreign Currency Exchange  
  Network 460 
Formal Method 210 
Formal Methods 277 
Forward And Reverse  
  Distribution Functions 108 
Fully Homomorphic  
  Encryption 502 
Function Point Analysis 270 
Functionality 203 
Fuzzy Associative  
  Classification 362 
Fuzzy Clustering 490 





Genetic Algorithm 71 
Genetic Algorithms 374 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) 472 
GMM Problem 421 
GPU 362 
Graph Metrics 14 
Graph Theory 522 
GRNN Oracle 354, 374 
H 
Hand-Drawn Avatars 163 
Heterogeneous Agents 169 
High-Dimension 454 
Hilbert Curves 52 
Hodgkin-Huxley 33 
Holism 312 
Human View 306 
Hybrid Algorithm 96 
I 
Image Classification 121 
Imprecise Sets 108 
Inflation 478 
Information Systems 325 
Information Technology 325 
Information-Preserving 14 
Innovation 541, 547 
Integration 298 
Intelligent Tutoring 535 
Interest Rate 478 




Keyword Networks 439 
K-Means Clustering 121 
Knowledge Discovery 433, 446 
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L 
Leontief Input-Output Model 337 
Life Science 385 
Literacy 547 
LMS Algorithm 39 
Local Search Technique 96 
Lognormal Transfer Function 189 
M 
Machine Learning 156, 177, 454 
Machine Learning Classifiers 414 
Mammography 399 
Managed Pressure Drilling 134 
Manufacturing Management 102 
MapReduce 484 
Medical Prognostics 368 





Mixed Integer Linear 
Programming 
427 
Mixture Of Experts 354 
Model Design 183 
Modularity 203 
Modulo Architecture 203 
Money  478 
Mortality 368 
Multi-Agent Learning 177 
Multi-Agent Systems 177 
Multidimensional Data 490 
Multiobjective Optimization 83 
Multiple Regression Analysis 115 
Multiscale Modeling 65 
Multi-Scale Modeling 14 
N 
Networks 510, 522 
Neural Assembly Computing 22 
Neural Networks 156, 433, 478 
  
Neuron Models 33 
Neurons 52 
Neurorobotics 14 
Nonlinear Dynamics 14 
O 
Objective Driven Assessment 547 
Object-Oriented Bayesian  
  Networks (OOBNs) 331 
Olfactory Bulb 33 
Ontology 163 
OpenCL 362 
Optical Networks 427 
Optimal Model Selection 128 
Optimization 65, 71, 90 
Options Trading 472 
P 
Parallel Algorithm 391 
Parallel Computation 406 
Parallel-Processing 362 
Parameter Estimation 140 
Partially Homomorphic  
  Encryption 502 
Particle Swarm Optimization 71 
Particle Swarm Optimization  
  (PSO) 472 
Pattern Detectors 27 
Personality 177 
Phase Synchronization 460 
Pleural Effusion 379 
PMBOK 325 
Port Simulation 229 
Possibility Space 108 
Prediction 77 
Price Level 478 
Probabilistic Model 77 
Probabilistic Neural  
  Network (PNN) 342, 348 
Probability Space 108 
Probabitlity Density Function 421 
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Project Failure 325 
Project Management 325 
R 
Radial Symmetry 496 
Random Index 454 
Random Walks 522 
Real Income 478 
Real-World Coupling 14 
Recognition 156 
Regression Analysis 478 
Reliability Analysis 368 
Replication 183 
Requirement Engineering 235 
Requirements Engineering 242 
Resampling Statistics 148 
Research Trends 439 
Resilience 510 
Robust Control 134 
Robustness 262 
Rotor Dynamics 140 
RSI 472 
Rule Extraction 433 
Rule Mining 362 
S 
S. Epidermis 348 
Safety Risk 331 
Sampling Quality 522 
Scale-Free 510 
Scenario Generation 277 
Science Education 541 
Self-Healing 516 
Self-Management 235 
Self-Organization 516, 535 
Self-Organizing Maps 52 
Self-Representation 163 
Semiotics 283 
Sensor Networks 216 
Signal Classifiers 27 
Simulated Spiking  
  Neural Networks 14 
Simulation 177 
SNR Improvement 39 
Social Networking 454 
Socio-Technical Analysis 306 
SOM chains 52 
SoS 262 
SoS Simulation 290 
Spatial Analysis 189 
Spike Neural Network 27 
Spike-Timing  
  Dependent Plasticity 14 
Spiking Neurons 22 
Stakeholder Influence 337 
Stakeholder Mapping 337 
Stakeholders 337 
Statistical Learning Theory 379 
Statistical Learning  
  Theory Paradigms 354 
STDP Learning 14 
STEAM 541 
STEM   541 
STEM To STEAM (Science,  
  Technology, Engineering,  
  Art and Mathematics) 
547 
Stochastic Job Shop  
  Scheduling Problem 102 
Stock Trading 472 
Strong Convergence Of  
  Multi-Area 83 
Strongly Connected  
  Components 223 
Structural Differences 248 
Structure Changes 466 
Superimposition of Sets 108 
Supervised Learning 46 
Support Vector Machine 399 
Support Vector Machines 128 
Swarm Intelligence 77, 90, 96 
Swarm Optimization 140 
Synthetic Biology 385 
System Architecture 210, 306 
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System Model 210 
System Of Systems 216, 242, 248, 277, 283 
Systemic Thinking 312 
Systems Approaches 318 
Systems Engineering 210, 242 
Systems of Systems   256, 262 
Systems of Systems (SoS) 298, 290, 331 
T 
Tarjan's Algorithm 223 
Task Allocation 169 
Teams 177 
Teamwork 177 
Technical Analysis 472 
Test Suite 256 
Text Information 466 
Theory 510 
Time Series Analysis 466 
Time Series Prediction 39 
Tissue Growth 391 
Topological Adaptation 14 
Training 216 
Type-2 Fuzzy Systems 115 
U 
Undergraduate 541 
Unmanned Aerial Systems  
   (UAS) 298 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems  




Vehicle Routing Problem 46 
Verification and Validation   
  (IVV) 298 
Virtual Topology 427 




Wireless Networks 516 
Wireless Sensor Network 406 
Worker Capability 83 
Z 
Zero-Burden (0-B) 290 
  
Other:  
21st Century Skills 547 
 
